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Communicated by N. Alamanos
Abstract. Quasi-elastic scattering data were obtained for the radioactive nucleus 8 Li on a 90 Zr target at
the near-barrier energy of 18.5 MeV over the angular range θlab = 15◦ to 80◦ . They were analyzed within
the coupled channels and coupled reaction channels frameworks pointing to a strong coupling eﬀect for
single neutron stripping, in contrast to 6,7 Li + 90 Zr elastic scattering at similar energies, a non-trivial result
linked to detailed diﬀerences in the structure of these Li isotopes.

1 Introduction
The eﬀect of breakup and/or transfer couplings on elastic
scattering of weakly bound nuclei at near-barrier energies
has recently become the subject of considerable research
eﬀort, see e.g. [1] and references therein. This eﬀort has so
far concentrated on radioactive nuclei such as 6,8 He, 11 Be
and 11 Li and the stable weakly bound nuclei 6,7 Li and
9
Be. Large transfer/breakup cross sections persist to very
low energies —even below the barrier— for light weakly
bound projectiles on heavy [2], medium [3] and light targets [4,5], although a large cross section for a given rea
b
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action channel or set of channels is not always a reliable
guide to the importance of its coupling eﬀect on the elastic scattering [6–12]. The radioactive 8 Li nucleus has been
less investigated, both experimentally and theoretically.
This nucleus presents an interesting test case in comparison with its stable but weakly bound neighbours 6,7 Li. It
has a threshold of 2.03 MeV for 8 Li → 7 Li + n breakup
compared to 1.47 MeV for 6 Li → α + d and 2.47 MeV for
7
Li → α+t breakup; the single neutron separation thresholds, Sn , are 2.03 MeV, 7.25 MeV and 5.66 MeV for 8 Li,
7
Li and 6 Li, respectively, providing an interesting possibility of comparing the interplay of breakup and transfer
couplings eﬀects over a range of Q values without the complication of signiﬁcant diﬀerences in Coulomb barriers.
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2 Experimental details and data reduction
A description of the experiment was given in ref. [20]
and we give further details here. The 8 Li secondary beam
was produced at the EXOTIC facility [14,21] of the Laboratori Nazionale di Legnaro (LNL), Italy by means of
the in ﬂight (IF) technique and the 2 H(7 Li, 8 Li)p reaction
(Q = −0.19 MeV) with a 7 Li+3 primary beam at 27 MeV
and intensity ∼ 150 pnA. The primary beam was directed
onto a 2 H gas target at a pressure of 1217 mbar and a temperature of 93 K, corresponding to an eﬀective thickness
of 2 mg/cm2 .
A parallel plate avalanche counter (PPAC) was placed
downstream 88 cm before the secondary target to monitor the beam and trigger the electronics. The energy of
the secondary beam was 18.9 MeV after the PPAC and
18.5 MeV in the middle of the secondary target with intensity 4×105 pps. Beam purity optimization was achieved
by recording the energy spectrum of the secondary beam
in diﬀerent Si detectors placed across the EXOTIC beam
line. For most of the runs the 7 Li contaminant beam was
reduced below 4% by appropriate handling of the 30◦
bending magnet and the Wien ﬁlter.
The experimental setup included six telescopes from
the EXOTIC detector array [22] located in symmetrical
positions around the beam at 27 ± 15◦ , 69 ± 15◦ and
111±15◦ . Due to the limited beam time available only the
four more forward telescopes registered signiﬁcant counts.
Each telescope comprised ΔE and E double-sided silicon
strip detectors, with thicknesses of ∼ 55 μm and 300 μm,
respectively, and active areas 64 × 64 mm2 with 32 strips

1.0
Ratio to Rutherford

Beams of 8 Li at near-barrier energies can be obtained
at small facilities with the in ﬂight technique, e.g., TwinSol at The University of Notre Dame [13] and recently
the EXOTIC facility at the Laboratori Nationali di Legnaro [14] and the RIBRAS facility at the University of
São Paulo [15]. Several studies of data from TwinSol have
appeared in the literature, e.g., refs. [16,17], and a comprehensive study of 8 Li on 208 Pb at near-barrier energies
is given in ref. [18] where the elastic scattering as well as
substantial 7 Li production due to breakup and/or transfer were measured. The results were analyzed in ref. [19]
via coupled channels Born approximation and coupled reaction channels (CRC) methods, concluding that the 7 Li
yield comes predominantly from the one-neutron stripping
channels which also have a signiﬁcant coupling eﬀect on
the elastic scattering.
In this work we present new 8 Li quasi-elastic scattering
data for a medium mass target, 90 Zr. Particular care was
taken to obtain as many points as possible in the region
of the Coulomb-nuclear interference peak. CRC calculations ﬁnd a strong coupling eﬀect due to single neutron
stripping, similar to that found in the 8 Li + 208 Pb system,
in contrast to the 6,7 Li + 90 Zr systems. We therefore ﬁnd
that the signiﬁcant coupling eﬀect due to single neutron
stripping persists for 8 Li scattered from a medium mass
target and, unlike 6 Li + 90 Zr at a similar incident energy,
a satisfactory description of the 8 Li data may be obtained
without including breakup couplings.
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Fig. 1. Calculated quasi-elastic scattering angular distributions for 18.5 MeV 8 Li + 90 Zr compared with the data. The
dotted, dashed and solid curves denote the no-coupling, CC
and CRC calculations, respectively, see text for details. Note
the linear cross section scale.

per side, orthogonally oriented to deﬁne 2 × 2 mm2 pixels.
Details of the handling of the detector signals can be
found in ref. [22]. At the beam energy presented here,
the elastically scattered ejectiles were stopped in the ﬁrst
stage of the telescope. Alpha particles were discriminated
by the ΔE-E technique but are not considered in our
analysis as a large number of them originate from beam
contaminants (reactions on the primary target). The
telescopes were ﬁxed at a distance of ∼ 11 cm from the
target position, covering a total solid angle of 1.7 sr. The
strips were short-circuited two by two, therefore the angular resolution is in principle ∼ 2◦ per angular position,
considering a point-like beam spot on target. However,
taking into account that the beam spot should have a
diameter of ∼ 10 mm according to previous studies [23]
and the ﬁnite dimensions of a “double” strip, the actual
angular resolution is estimated to be at most 5◦ . A
1.5 mg/cm2 thick 90 Zr target was installed on the target
ladder at the centre of the target chamber, perpendicular
to the beam. A 2 mg/cm2 thick 208 Pb target was installed
on the same ladder and was used in a subsequent run
to deduce the solid angle by assuming that the elastic
scattering over the whole angular range was Rutherford.
The measured quasi-elastic scattering angular distribution is presented in ﬁg. 1. The data are quasi-elastic
since inelastic scattering to the 0.98 MeV 8 Li 1+
1 and
2.19 MeV 90 Zr 2+
1 states could not be resolved from the
elastic scattering peak. Due to the low statistics and taking into account the angular resolution of ∼ 5◦ , the diﬀerential cross sections appearing in ﬁg. 1 are the weighted
means over each group of three scattering angles. It should
also be noted that although the data obtained in this work
are for quasi-elastic scattering rather than pure elastic,
this does not aﬀect our results since according to coupled
channels calculations the diﬀerence between elastic and
quasi-elastic scattering is within the experimental uncer-
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tainties for the range of angles where we have data. The
same result was found for 8 Li + 208 Pb quasi-elastic scattering at near-barrier energies in ref. [2].

3 The calculations
The calculations were based on a “bare” 8 Li + 90 Zr optical potential with a double-folded real part and an “interior” Woods-Saxon imaginary part. The parameters of
the Woods-Saxon imaginary part were: W = 50 MeV,
R = 1.0 × (81/3 + 901/3 ) fm, a = 0.3 fm. The doublefolded real part was calculated using the code dfpot [24]
and the energy-independent form of the M3Y eﬀective
nucleon-nucleon interaction given in ref. [25], with 90 Zr
and 8 Li nuclear matter densities calculated according to
the liquid drop model of Myers [26] and the prescription
of ref. [27], respectively. Inelastic coupling potentials were
obtained by numerically deforming the diagonal potential and projecting by Gaussian quadrature onto the required multipoles; imaginary coupling potentials were not
included since due to the use of an “interior” imaginary
potential their eﬀect is negligible. All reaction calculations
were performed with the code fresco [28].
Initial calculations included couplings to inelastic excitations of the bound 1+ ﬁrst excited state of 8 Li and
−
90
Zr only. The 8 Li coupling was
the 2+
1 and 31 states of
treated within the rotational model, assuming that the
2+ ground state and 0.98 MeV 1+ state form part of a
+
K = 1 rotational band, with a B(E2; 2+
1 → 11 ) value
4
2
of 55 e fm , taken from a Coulomb excitation measurement [29], and a nuclear deformation length δ2 = 2.4 fm,
obtained by re-ﬁtting the 8 Li + 12 C inelastic scattering data of ref. [30]. The 90 Zr couplings were treated
+
as single phonon excitations with B(E2; 0+
1 → 21 ) and
+
−
B(E3; 01 → 31 ) values from refs. [31] and [32], respectively, and nuclear deformation lengths δ2 = 0.43 fm and
δ3 = 0.69 fm obtained by re-ﬁtting the 6 Li + 90 Zr inelastic
scattering data of ref. [33].
90
Zr(8 Li, 7 Li)91 Zr
and
Couplings
to
the
90
Zr(8 Li, 9 Be)89 Y transfer reactions were then added
within the CRC framework with full complex remnant
terms and non-orthogonality corrections. The 7 Li + 91 Zr
exit channel potential was calculated using the global
parameters of Cook [34] while the 9 Be + 89 Y exit
channel potential was the 26.7 MeV set of table II of
ref. [35]. Stripping to the 3/2− ground and 1/2− ﬁrst
excited states of 7 Li and pickup to the 3/2− ground
state of 9 Be were included. Ground state reorientation and excitation of the ﬁrst excited state in 7 Li
were included in the 7 Li + 91 Zr exit channel with the
B(E2; 3/2− → 1/2− ) from ref. [36] and the nuclear
deformation length δ2 = 2.4 fm obtained by re-ﬁtting
the 7 Li + 90 Zr inelastic scattering data of ref. [37]. The
3/2− and 1/2− states were assumed to be members of
a K = 1/2 rotational band. No inelastic couplings were
Spectroscopic
included in the 9 Be + 89 Y exit channel.


factors for the 8 Li|7 Li + n and 9 Be|8 Li + p overlaps
were from refs. [19] and [38], respectively. The transferred
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nucleons were bound in Woods-Saxon wells with radius
and diﬀuseness parameters r0 = 1.25 fm and a = 0.52 fm
and r0 = 1.25 fm and a = 0.65 fm for the 8 Li|7 Li + n
and 9 Be|8 Li + p overlaps, respectively, with spin-orbit
components of Thomas form and the same geometry.
The depths of the central parts were adjusted
to obtain

the corresponding binding energies. The 91 Zr|90 Zr + n
overlaps (spectroscopic factors and neutron binding
potentials) were from ref. [39], with
 couplings to all levels
with C2 S ≥ 0.10 included. The 90 Zr|89 Y + p overlaps
were from ref. [40] with couplings to all four observed
states in 89 Y included.

4 Results and discussion
In ﬁg. 1 we compare the calculations with the data. We
plot the results for quasi-elastic scattering including exci90
Zr 2+
tation of the 8 Li 1+
1 and
1 states since these were
not resolved from the elastic scattering in the measurement, although the contribution from the 90 Zr 2+
1 state
is negligible. Both inelastic excitation of the 90 Zr target
states and coupling to the 90 Zr(8 Li, 9 Be)89 Y pickup reaction had a negligible eﬀect on the calculated (quasi) elastic
scattering. We emphasise that the calculations are not ﬁts
and do not include any adjustable parameters in the usual
sense, all values being taken from the literature or from
ﬁts to other data sets. In this context the description of
the data is good. The total reaction cross section (σR )
obtained from the full calculation is 529 mb; an optical
model ﬁt to the quasi-elastic scattering data gives a value
of 514 ± 30 mb [20] (there will be a slight systematic error in this value due to the data being quasi-elastic rather
than pure elastic, but the calculations presented here suggest that it will be within the experimental uncertainty).
The dominant direct reaction contributions to σR are exci90
Zr(8 Li, 7 Li)91 Zr striptation of the 8 Li 1+
1 state and the
ping reaction, contributions from the other channels being
negligible.
In ﬁg. 2 we compare the results of the calculations for
18.5 MeV 8 Li + 90 Zr quasi-elastic scattering with similar
calculations for 18.9 MeV 6 Li + 90 Zr elastic scattering and
18.5 MeV 7 Li + 90 Zr quasi-elastic scattering. The slightly
higher incident energy for the 6 Li+ 90 Zr system was to enable comparison with existing elastic scattering data [41]
and does not aﬀect signiﬁcantly the discussion. Likewise,
since 6 Li has no bound excited states and the contribution of the 90 Zr 2+
1 state to the quasi-elastic scattering is
negligible quasi-elastic and elastic scattering for 6 Li are
indistinguishable here. The 6,7 Li calculations were similar
to those for 8 Li. Double-folded real potentials were used
in the entrance channels, the 6 Li nuclear matter density
being derived from the empirical charge density of [42],
suitably corrected for the charge distributions of the proton and neutron [25] and assuming that the proton and
neutron densities were equal, while the 7 Li density was
taken from ref. [43]; the 90 Zr nuclear matter density was
again that of Myers [26]. Couplings to inelastic excita−
tions of the 90 Zr 2+
1 and 31 states were included using the
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pling was included in the Li + Zr exit channel but had
no inﬂuence on the coupling eﬀect on the elastic scattering.
The results presented in ﬁg. 2 make it readily apparent that single neutron stripping coupling is much more
important for 8 Li than for either 6 Li or 7 Li; for 7 Li its
eﬀect is negligible and for 6 Li it is conﬁned to a relatively small reduction of the Coulomb-nuclear interference
peak, whereas for 8 Li there are large eﬀects both at backward angles and in the vicinity of the Coulomb-nuclear
interference peak. The eﬀect of coupling to inelastic excitation of the ﬁrst excited state is similar for 8 Li and
7
Li, probably reﬂecting their similar nuclear deformation
lengths. Since none of these calculations include couplings
to breakup, known to be important for 6 Li and 7 Li (see,
e.g., [44]), one would not a priori expect them to describe
the elastic scattering data. However, despite a comparable
breakup threshold (2.03 MeV for 8 Li → 7 Li + n breakup
compared to 1.47 MeV for 6 Li → α + d and 2.47 MeV for
7
Li → α + t breakup) a satisfactory description of the
8
Li + 90 Zr quasi-elastic scattering data is obtained without including breakup couplings, although further data at
backward angles would be required to conﬁrm this. Data
for 7 Li + 90 Zr elastic scattering at 18.5 MeV are also desirable to complete the comparison.
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Fig. 2. (a) Quasi-elastic scattering angular distributions for
18.5 MeV 8 Li + 90 Zr, as in ﬁg. 1. (b) Elastic scattering angular
distributions for 18.9 MeV 6 Li + 90 Zr. Filled circles denote the
data of ref. [41]. (c) Quasi-elastic scattering angular distributions for 18.5 MeV 7 Li + 90 Zr. Dotted, dashed and solid curves
denote no-coupling, CC and CRC calculations, respectively, see
text for details.

same B(E) and δ values as for the 8 Li calculations. The
7
Li + 90 Zr calculations also included ground state reorientation and excitation of the ﬁrst excited state in 7 Li using
the same B(E2) and δ2 values as described previously for
the 8 Li calculations.
The CRC calculations for both 6,7 Li + 90 Zr included
couplings to the single neutron stripping reactions, with
exit channel 5 Li + 91 Zr and 6 Li + 91 Zr optical potentials
calculated using the global 6 Li parameters of Cook [34].
−
5
Stripping to the 3/2−
1 and 1/21 resonances of Li and
+
+
6
the 1 ground state and 31 resonance of Li were included, with spectroscopic factors taken from ref. [38], the
transferred neutrons being bound in Woods-Saxon wells
with radius and diﬀuseness parameters r0 = 1.25 fm and
a = 0.65 fm with spin-orbit components of Thomas form
with the same geometry and depths of 6 MeV, the depths
of the central parts being adjustedto give the correct
bind
ing energy. Form factors for the 91 Zr|90 Zr + n overlaps

New data for 8 Li+90 Zr quasi-elastic scattering at the nearbarrier energy of 18.5 MeV were adequately described
by CRC calculations including couplings to excitations
−
90
Zr 2+
of the 8 Li 1+
1 and
1 and 31 excited states and
the 90 Zr(8 Li,7 Li)91 Zr and 90 Zr(8 Li,9 Be)89 Y transfer reactions. Thus, in contrast to similar data for 6 Li + 90 Zr [41],
breakup couplings appear to play a relatively minor rôle
for 8 Li elastic scattering from this medium mass target.
Coupling to the single neutron stripping reaction has an
important eﬀect on the 8 Li + 90 Zr (quasi) elastic scattering at this energy, unlike 6,7 Li + 90 Zr where the inﬂuence of this coupling is small. This is by no means
a trivial result, as a naı̈ve comparison of the Sn values
would suggest. The integrated cross sections for single neutron stripping induced by 8 Li, 7 Li and 6 Li are 61.6 mb,
26.3 mb and 60.3 mb, respectively, (the 6 Li value is for
an incident energy of 18.5 MeV to enable a fair comparison) so that one might expect single neutron stripping to have a similar importance for 6 Li, which ﬁg. 2
shows is clearly not the case. The Q values are more relevant to this question than the Sn values and these are:
+5.16 MeV, −0.06 MeV and +1.53 MeV for 90 Zr(8 Li,7 Li),
90
Zr(7 Li,6 Li) and 90 Zr(6 Li,5 Li), respectively. While they
help to explain the variations of the cross sections —it will
be recalled that the optimum Q value for neutron transfer
is 0 MeV— they do not explain the much smaller coupling
eﬀect seen for 6 Li which must be ascribed to detailed differences in the nuclear structure of the Li isotopes.
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While our calculations are parameter free in the conventional sense choices were made for some inputs which
have an inﬂuence on the result. The most important of
these is the use of the 8 Li nuclear matter density of Bhagwat et al. [27]. Other 8 Li densities are available in the
literature, e.g., those of Fan et al.[45] and Dobrovolsky et
al. [46], and these give a slightly worse description of the
data when used to calculate the double-folded real potential (alternative 90 Zr densities had negligible inﬂuence).
The four diﬀerent forms of 8 Li density given by Dobrovolsky et al.[46] give similar results to each other and to the
density of Fan et al. [45]; this merely reﬂects their similar
rms matter radii, the density of Bhagwat et al. [27] giving a somewhat larger value, suggesting a preference for
a more attractive nuclear potential in the nuclear surface.
The inﬂuence of single neutron stripping coupling on the
(quasi) elastic scattering is not aﬀected by the choice of
8
Li matter density.
In summary, the conclusion that breakup coupling effects are weaker for 8 Li than for 6 Li and 7 Li remains to
be conﬁrmed, both by extending the current 8 Li (quasi)
elastic scattering angular distribution to larger angles and
the measurement of new data for 7 Li + 90 Zr elastic scattering at 18.5 MeV. However, the much stronger inﬂuence
of single neutron stripping coupling on the (quasi) elastic
scattering for 8 Li is a robust conclusion, unaﬀected by the
choice of input parameters to the calculations. It is once
again seen that near-barrier elastic scattering can probe
quite subtle diﬀerences in nuclear structure.
This work was partly funded by the European Union Seventh
Framework Programme FP7/2007-2013 under Grant Agreement No. 262010-ENSAR.
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